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- Vijaykumar Thokala.

- N.L. Varun kumar Goud.

Q: Hello sir, I have some doubts
among, different meanings for
Singular and Plural words
Fruit = able to eat;
Fruits = results
How they are used? In which
M. SURESAN
Â°j Ê°®√-†’ -ûÁ-©’í∫’-™ -N-´-JÆæ÷h,
manner they used?
"isness", "oughtness" °æ-üΔ-© -Å®√n-©-†’ -ûÁ-©’°æí∫-©®Ω’.
A: Fruit is always used as singular if we refer
A: No such words as 'isness' and 'oughtness'.
to the fruit of the same variety or of the
The writer has used, 1) 'isness' to refer to
same tree. Fruits, used in the plural means,
what people are doing now / what the pre1) different kinds of fruits, and 2) the result
sent practice is, and
of or the reward for a person's hard work.
This is as simple as this. No room for con2) 'Oughtness' to refer to what people, moralfusion, is there?
ly must be doing. 'Isness' here means what
a person is actually doing, and 'oughtness'
- K. Satyanarayana, Tirupati.
to what a person should do morally.
Q: Sir, income-tax, commercial-tax -¢Á·-ü¿-™„j-†
★ The writer means that he does not agree
°æüΔ-© -´’-üμ¿u hyphen (-) -ûª°æp-EÆæ-Jí¬ -¢√-ú≈-™«?with the idea, that people by nature do what
N´-J-çîªí∫-©-®Ω’.
is not moral because they are not capable of
A: Income tax, commercial tax, etc., are each
doing what is morally right. (FA-´ç-ûª-¢Á’i†
a phrase, with two words in each: Income
Q: I refuse to accept the idea that
the "isness" of man's present
nature makes him morally incapable of reaching up for the eternal "oughtness" that forever confronts him.

°æ†’©’ îËßª’-í∫© ¨¡éÀh ´’†’-≠æﬂ-©èπ◊ ™‰éπ-§Ú-´-úøç ´©x,
¢√∞¡Ÿx Ææ£æ«-ïçí¬ ÅN-FA °æ†’™‰ îË≤ƒh®Ω’ ÅØË
¶μ«¢√Eo ØË†’ Ç¢Á÷-Cç-îª†’, ÅE ®Ωîª-®·ûª ¶μ«´ç).
- R. Narasaiah, Puducherry.
Q: Sir, éÀç-C °æ-üΔ--© -´’--üμ¿u -ûË-ú≈-©-†’ -N-´-Jç-îªç-úÕ.
1. Result Vs Result in
2. Further Vs Furthermore
3. Compliment Vs Complement
A: 1. Result = Consequence of something
(°∂æLûªç). The result of hard work is success (éπ%≠œéÀ °∂æLûªç Nïßª’ç).
★ Result in = °∂L
æ û- √-Eo éπLT- ç-îúª çø . His haste
resulted in his death = ÅûªE ûÌçü¿®- §
Ω- ƒô’

ÅûªE ´’®Ωù- «Eo éπLT- ç-*çC (´÷´‚©’ ûÁ©’-í∫’™- 
ÅûªE ûÌçü¿®- §Ω- ƒô’ ÅûªE- éÀ ´’®Ωù- «-Eo ûÁ*a-Â°-öçdÀ C).
2. Further = furthermore = yet / besides / in
addition to / also.
3. Compliment = 1) praise 2) gift (when used
in the plural).
★ Complement = 1) Something when added
to something else makes it more attractive

and tax, and commercial and tax. There is
no need of a hyphen between such pairs of
words.
For example:
a) 60 and 40 are complementary to each
other, because together they add up to 100.
b) The roles of a wife and of a husband are
complementary in a family = They together are important for the family to run well.
2) Argue = speak strongly and sometimes
loudly in support of or against something

(¢√Cç-îªúøç).
Eg: They often argue that they are right
and I am wrong.
Q: How to use the following in different contexts?
1) Over the years 2) In due course
A: 1) Over the years = with the passage of
time (í∫úÕ-*† Ææç´-ûªq-®√™x).

2) Complete a number / quantity. He has
taken the full complement of the money
allotted to him (Åûª-EéÀ Íéö«-®·ç-*†

úø•’s†’ °æ‹Jhí¬ BÆæ’-èπ◊-Ø√oúø’).

Eg: Over the years he grew into a fine
cricketer.
2) In due course = in normal time (Ææé¬-©ç™).
Eg: In due course she grew into a charming girl.
- Venkata Prasad Reddy Indireddy.

Q: Sir, can you please publish some contradicting, supporting and cause and effect indicators
with examples.
A:
CONTRADICTING
On the contrary, On the
other hand, In contrast, Of
course, But, In spite of /
Despite, Still, Unlike,
Conversely,
However,
While, However, etc.

- Kocherla Raju, Pithapuram.

Q: Dear Sir, "said to have been, deemed to
have been, ought to have been and appears
to have been + PP forms" í∫’-Jç-* -N-´-Jç-îªí∫-

Q: Hai sir, éÌ-Eo £œ«ç-ü¿÷ -á-úÕ-ö-J-ßª’-™ ¸q-™  'have
had', 'have has' -äéπ-üΔ-E -¢Á-†’éπ -´’®Ìéπ-öÀ -´-îËa

©®Ω’.
A: a) Said to have been = People / they / some
say / somebody says that she / he / it /
they have been + PP. (Å™« ïJ-Tç-ü¿E
Åçô’-Ø√o®Ω’).
Eg: He is said to have been good = People say
he was a good. (--Å-ûª-†’ ´’ç*-¢√-úøE Åçü¿®Ω÷

Åçö«®Ω’).
b) Deemed to have been = They / people /
some deem (°æJ-í∫-ùÀ-≤ƒh®Ω’).

Eg: He is deemed to have been the greatest
player of his times = People consider
him the greatest player of his time.

(ÅûªE é¬©ç-™E véÃú≈-é¬-®Ω’-©ç-ü¿-J™ Åûª†’
íÌ°æp-¢√-úø’í¬ °æJ-í∫-ùÀç-îª-•-úø’-ûª’-Ø√oúø’ –
´÷´‚©’ ûÁ©’-í∫’™ °æJ-í∫-ùÀ-≤ƒh®Ω’).

SUPPORTING
For example, By all means,
Further, Certainly, Surely,
Definitely,
Obviously,
Evidently, In any case, To
put it in another way, So, It
only shows, etc.

CAUSE AND EFFECT
In the event of, Because,
Because of, As / so long as,
So, Therefore, For instance,
In view of / with a view to,
When, Since, As, etc.

¢√é¬u-©-†’ -îª-C-¢√-†’. -üΔ-E -Å-®Ωnç -à-N’-öÀ?
Is it based on parts of speech or tenses..?
Is it any other possibilities of helping verbs
one after the other like this. Please explain.
A: 'Have has' is wrong English, and the
Hindu, I don't think, has ever used the
expression.
★ Have had / has had is the present perfect
tense of 'have' like, 'have taken / has taken,
etc. - have + past participle of have,
which is 'had'. Have had - this refers to
1) a past action time not stated,
2) action starting in the past and continuing till now and
3) action just completed if you use the
word, just / just now, etc.
Eg: 1) I have had the chance of meeting the
actor. (Past action, time not stated) .
2) I have had three cups of coffee so far
(= Till now I have taken three cups of
coffee - action starting in the past and
going on till now).
3) The boys have just had (have taken)
their breakfast. (Action just completed).

c) Ought to have been = Must / should have
been; He ought to have been more polite to
his guests.
d) Appears to have been = We / people see
him to have been. He appears to have been
happy with them. (¢√∞¡xûÓ Åûª†’ ÆæçûÓ-≠æçí¬

'With' -É-™« èπÿ-ú≈ -¢√-úÌ-îª’a!

Ö†oô’d – í∫ûªç™ – éπE-°œ-≤ƒhúø’/ ÅE-°œ-≤ƒhúø’).

- K. Srinivas Reddy, Siddipet.
Q: ''If you tried you would learn that. If you
had tried you would have learned that.'' -Â°j

È®ç-úø’ -¢√é¬u-© -´’--üμ¿u -ûË-ú≈-†’ -N-´-Jç-îªç-úÕ.
A: If you tried you would learn that = You
don't try at all - there is no chance of your
doing it - but if at all you do it, you will
learn. (neither do you try, nor will you
learn) (†’´¤y É°æ¤púø’ v°æßª’-AoçîË Å´-é¬-¨¡¢Ë’

(Çéπ-®Ω{-ùÃ-ßª’çí¬ ûªßª÷-®ΩßË’u Nüμ¿çí¬, äéπ-üΔ-EûÓ
éπLÊ° ÉçéÌ-éπöÀ).

Q: éÀç-C °æ-üΔ-© -usage †’ -N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.
1) Complementary 2) Argue
A: 1) Complementary = completing something else or adding to it.

- Veerendhar, Hyderabad.

™‰ü¿’ – Öçúøôç Åçô÷ ïJ-TûË, †’´¤y ØË®Ω’a-èπ◊çö«´¤ – Fèπ◊ Å´-é¬-¨¡´‚ ®√ü¿’, †’´¤y ØË®Ω’a-éÓ†÷
ØË®Ω’a-éÓ´¤). ★ If you had tried you would have learned
that - refers to a past situation that did not
happen. It means, you did not try at all, so
you did not learn it. The situation is past
and cannot be changed.
Q: Prepositions confuse me often. Actually
'with' means as in 'she writes with pen'.
"With honey bees in the hive it is more
striking". How the usage of 'with' is apt
here?
A: 'With' is quite apt in such sentences. 'With'
in such sentences means, 'because such a
thing happening'. With honey bees in the
hive = Because honey bees are in the hive,
it is more noticeable.
★ With the coming of summer (because of the
coming of summer) the water in the wells
has dried up.

Q: He has been unwell since yesterday. How
this is correct?
A: What is wrong with the sentence? Has been
is the present perfect tense, which talks of
an action / being, starting sometime in the
past and continuing till now / even now.
The sentence means that he started being
unwell yesterday and is still unwell.
Q: "We went for a picnic after the rain
stopped" An expert said this's a correct
sentence! As far as I know there past perfect tense should be used. How it's correct?
A: Correctly speaking, this is wrong. The sentence should be: We went for the picnic
after the rain had stopped.
Q: Sir, please translate the below sentences
into English.
1) -Ç-¢Á’ emotional -Å®·uç-C.
2) -ã-ô’ -¢Á-ßª’uç-úÕ.
3) -ûª’-úø’-îª’éÓ (face etc).
4) Damage -Å-´¤-ûª’ç-C.
5) °æ-úÁ-®·u (not through)
A: 1) She became emotional.
2) Please vote / cast your vote.
3) Wipe your face, etc.
4) It will be damaged. 5) Throw it away.
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- Divya, Anakapalli.
Q: Please give detailed explanation about
noun phrases with underlines: where is
noun and where is noun phrase in different
sentences?
A: A phrase is a group of words without a
verb. A noun phrase is a phrase doing the
work of a noun, that is, the subject of a sentence, the object of a verb, the object of a
preposition, etc.
Eg: His going there caused all this trouble.
The subject of this sentence is the phrase,
his going there. So it is a noun class.
★ I did not like his going there. Here 'His
going there' is a phrase and object of the
verb 'like' - so it is a noun clause too.
★ They laughed at his words - 'His words' is a
phrase acting as the object of the preposition, at. So it is a noun phrase.
★ The book, belonging to him, was lying on
the table - 'belonging to him' is a phrase put
in apposition to the noun, the book - so it is
also a noun phrase.
These are the examples of noun phrases.
- A reader from Nandyal.
Q: Sir, please explain in which occasion we
will use the following words:
i) Was to be
ii) Has to be
iii) Have to be
A: i) Was to be = expected to be. He was to
be there = Somebody expected that he
would be there surely. (Past) (Åûª-†-éπ\úø

Email your questions to: pratibhadesk@eenadu.net

Article ™‰èπ◊ç-ú≈ Fire..?
- Prabhulingam, Tandur.

Q: What is the difference between
assertive sentence and imperative sentence? Please explain.
A: An assertive sentence is just a
statement - a sentence which
says something (äéπ N≠æ-ßª÷Eo

îËÊ°p ¢√éπuç).

Öçú≈-LqçC í∫ûªç™).

Q: When we change any sentence
(active voice) into passive
voice (or) vice versa... Is there
any change in the meaning of
the sentence... (mainly sentence containing to & to be) Please clarify.
A: When you change the voice, the
meaning should not change.

M. SURESAN
Eg: a) The Eenadu is a Telugu
daily.
b) Delhi is the capital of India.
- Ramakrishna Bommali.
★ An imperative sentence is usually an
Q: Sir, éÀç-C -¢√é¬u-©-†’ -ûÁ-©’í∫’-™  -N-´-Jç--*-, -¢√-öÀ
order, asking something, request, blessing,
´’üμ¿u -ûË-ú≈-©-†’ -ûÁ-©’°æí∫-©®Ω’.
etc. (Çïc©’, N†o-§ƒ©’, Å¶μºu-®Ωn-†©’, ÇQ-Ææ’q©’
a) Shall go to movie.
ûÁLÊ° ¢√é¬u©’).
b) Will go to movie.
Eg: a) Shut the door.
A: These groups of words are not sentences
b) Please come in.
because... 1) They are meaningless. They
c) May God bless you. etc....
don't have subjects. 2) There must be 'a'
★ Most often the subject of an imperative
before movie.
sentence is 'you'. Shut the door = You shut
the door. Please come in = You please
Eg: I / We shall go to a movie - a future
come in.
action (not definite) (ØË†’ / ¢Ë’´· ÆœE-

- D.V. Ramana, Ainavilli.
Q: Which sentence is correct? Please explain
both sentences.
1) When did they play yesterday?
2) When did they play?
A: 1) When did they play yesterday? = At
what time did they play yesterday?

(E†o á°æ¤púø’ Çú≈®Ω’?)
Öçú≈L

2) When did they play? = At what time
did they play (no day mentioned)

iii) I / We / You / They have to be = I / We /
You / They must be.

(¢√∞¡Ÿx á°æ¤púø’ Çú≈®Ω’? – Ééπ\úø Ææ´’ßª’ç
(á°æ¤púø’) ÅØË v°æÆæéÀh ™‰ü¿’).

ii) He has to be = he must be (Åûª-†-éπ\úø

- K. Bharath,Tirupati.

– Çïc / Å´-Ææ®Ωç / NCμ).

★ He / She / The class (it) / They will go to

a movie - a future action (not definite)

(Åûªúø’ ÆœE-´÷èπ◊ ¢Á∞«húø’ / Ç¢Á’ / Ç é¬xÆˇ ¢Á·ûªhç
ÆœE-´÷èπ◊ ¢Á∞¡ŸhçC – ÉN èπÿú≈ éπ*aûªç é¬ü¿’).
- Moses.
Q: The boy used to sit in the shade of the
tree. The tree loved him very / so much.
Which adverb is correct ? Give reasons.
A: The tree loved him very much (British) =
The tree loved him so much (American) both are correct.

- Madhu, Kurnool.
Q: éÀç-C

-¢√é¬u-©-†’ -ûÁ-©’í∫’-™ translate -îËÆœ, -Ö-üΔ£æ«®Ωù-©-ûÓ -N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.

- D.V.S. Rao, Lalesh Putnala.
Q: Sir, will you please explain the meaning of
the expression?
Nothing Like Anything
A: Nothing like anything = there is nothing
like what we are talking about - it is
unique.
Eg: The movie was superb - nothing like anything = nothing can be compared to the
movie, it was so great. (üΔE™« àD ™‰ü¿’ –

ÅC àÈéjéπç).

Eg: He went out and his brother came an hour
later. What happened in the meantime? =

Q: Sir, please explain the meaning of " Never
Say Never Again" with example.
A: Never say never again: The saying means,
nobody can be sure that something never
happens, and that whatever it might be, it
will happen again. So it would be wrong to
say, 'Never say never again'.
★ That is, nothing is impossible, anything can
happen. (á°æ¤púø÷ Öçúøü¿’ / ™‰ü¿’ ÅE á°æ¤púø÷

Åûª†’ •ßª’-ôéÀ ¢Á∞«xúø’. ÅûªE ûª´·túø’ í∫çô
ûª®√yûª ´î√aúø’. Ñ ´’üμ¿u™ à¢Á’içC?

ÅØÌü¿’l, Åçõ‰ Ñ v°æ°æç-îªç™ ï®Ω-í∫-EC Åçô÷ àD
Öçúøü¿’).

àç ïJ-TçC?)

- Sailaja Kasse.
Q: There was a fire. - -Ééπ\-úø fire éÀ -´·ç-ü¿’ article -Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-Tç-î √®Ω’. Fire éÀ plural form -Öç-úøü¿’ -Å®·-Ø√ article -áç-ü¿’èπ◊ -Ö-°æ-ßÁ÷-Tç-î√®Ó N-´A: Fire in the general sense is uncountable.

(´÷´‚-©’í¬ E°æ¤p / ´’çô©’).
Eg: Fire burns. However, when you talk of the
flames that destroy houses, etc. it is
countable, and the article 'a' is used before
it. (àüÁjØ√ ûªí∫-©-•-úø’-ûª’-†o-°æ¤púø’, Åéπ\úÕ ´’çô©†’ a fire Åçö«ç).
A fire destroyed the house - Correct.
Q: The Hindi and Marathi are different forms
of the Sanskrit. - Here Hindi, Marathi different languages -Å®·-Ø√ ¢√-öÀ-´·ç--ü¿’ the
Hindi and the Marathi -Å-E ®√-¢√-L éπ-üΔ.. -

N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.

Nothing like anything

2) What happened to you meanwhile? - This is
correct if you are referring to a past event at
a definite time. (Ç ´’üμ¿u™ / Ç Ææ´’-ßª’ç™

Q: Sir please explain Telugu meaning for
below sentences. Here what is the meaning
of prepositions (by,to). And how do we
have to understand prepositions in sentences explain with some more examples.
i) Richard is his son by his third wife.
ii) He was about to sing.
iii) He was left to die.
iv) You dead to me.
v) I let him my watch for his camera.
A: i) By = through; (´©x / üΔy®√).
ii) To be about to = immediately going to sing
(îËßª’-¶ûª÷).
iii) He was left to die = Helpless, he was going
to die (EÆæq-£æ…-ßª’ ÆœnA™ î√´¤èπ◊ ü¿í∫_-®Ω-´úøç).
iv) You (are) dead to me = I don't think of you
as being alive (-Ø√ ü
- ¿%≠- ™-dœ  †- ’-´¤y î- E-ª §- Ú-®·-†õ- )x‰ .
v) In this sentence something is missing or
wrong. This group of words has no meaning.

Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.

´÷èπ◊ ¢Á∞«hç – Åçûª éπ*aûªç é¬ü¿’).

-äÍé -äéπ\ ...

1) All this time where were you ? / All that
time where were you ?
2) Meanwhile what happened to you?
A: 1) Where have you been all this time? This is the correct sentence, if you are
asking someone now about your being
till now. (Éçûª-´-®Ωèπÿ †’¢Áy-éπ\úø ÖØ√o´¤?)

- Ch. Rama Rao.

- B. Srinivas.
Q: Sir, please explain the meanings of the
sentences with "has had to" structure. Eg:
The BJP has had to tie up with the TDP for
political reasons. And also the meaning of
"That said, we have to respect the sacrifices of the freedom fighters " with a few
more examples.
A: 'Has had' is the present perfect tense of
'have', just as 'Have taken' is the present
perfect tense of 'take'.
★ Has had = (Somebody) has possessed
something till now / has possessed it sometime in the past.
Eg: He has had three cups of coffee so far.
(He has taken three cups of coffee so far /
till now)
★ She has had a diamond necklace (at sometime in the past - Ç¢Á’èπ◊ ´vñ«© -ØÁÈéxÆˇ ÖçúËC –

í∫ûªç™, á°æ¤púÓ éπ*a-ûªçí¬ îÁ°æpúøç ™‰ü¿’).
★ She has had coffee just now and doesn't

want any more (Ç¢Á’

Å´-Ææ®Ωç ™‰ü¿’).

É°æ¤púË é¬°∂‘ û√TçC, Ç¢Á’èπ◊

A: We don't use 'the' before the names of languages. It is wrong. Correct sentence:
Hindi and Marathi are different forms of
Sanskrit.
Q: I am sure about it nobody has lived in that
house for a hundred years. - Here hundred
years is plural. Plural -´·ç-ü¿’ article -¢√-úøç
éπüΔ...-N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’. -Ñ sentence -™ nobody
has lived. - Wrong -Å-E -îª-C-¢√-†’ -à-C éπÈ®é˙d?
A: Hundred, thousand, lakh, and crore are
countable singulars (plurals - hundreds,
thousands, lakhs, crores), so they must
have 'a' before them if we talk about one
hundred, one thousand, one lakh, and one
crore.
Eg: 152 = hundred and fifty two - Wrong. A
hundred and fifty two - Correct.
- Kurra Sravan Kumar, Waranagal.
Q: Sir, please clarify the difference between
the below sentences.
i) We had scarcely reached the school
when the bell rang.
ii) As soon as we reached the school, the
bell rang.
A: No difference in meaning between the two
sentences. Their meanings are the same.
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- Swathi, Guntur
Q: Sir, in English grammar we have verb +
object, verb + direct object + indirect
object, so can we use Present Participle in
verb place or only we use Simple Present in
verb place? Please explain them with some
examples.
A: The Present Participle is not a verb. How
can we use a Present Participle in the place
of a verb? You can use only Simple Present
or any other tense.
Eg: He comes here every Sunday.
Here 'comes' (Present Simple) is the verb.
He coming (Present Participle) here every day
- this is not a sentence because this group of
words does not give complete meaning,
because there is no verb here. ('Ing' form is not
a verb. Be form + ing form is a verb).
Eg: Am going / is talking / has been working,
etc.
Q: What is the use of silent letters and how can
we identify them?
A: Some letters in English words are silent
because of their origin. Strictly speaking
there is no way of knowing which letter is
silent in a word. Usually, in British English,
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See, watch -´’-üμ¿u -ûË-ú≈..?

'r' after a vowel sound is silent,
and so is, in certain cases, 'k' followed by 'n', as in know.
Similarly 'p' is silent, if it is followed by 's', as in psychology.

Here the subject of the sentence
is, 'what he has done', so it is a noun
clause.
b) As the object of a verb: He
knows that he has done wrong.
In this sentence, 'that he has done
- Murali Neyyila, Srikakulam
wrong' is a noun clause, acting as
Q: Sir, please explain different
M. SURESAN
the object of the verb, 'knows'.
types of subordinate clauses with
c) They all laughed at what he was saying.
examples.
Here, 'What he was saying' is a clause acting
A: Three types of clauses: 1) the noun clause
as the object of the preposition, 'at'.
2) the adjective clause and 3) the adverb 2) The Adjective Clause does the work of an
clause.
adjective - that is, it qualifies a noun. (Noun
1) The Noun Clause does the work of a noun á™« Öçô’çüÓ ûÁLÊ° clause †’, adjective
that is, a) as the subject of a sentence, b) as
clause Åçö«ç.)
the object of a verb and c) as the object of a ✪ Put the question 'what kind of' to the noun
preposition.
and the answer you get is an adjective /
Noun ™«í¬ äéπ ¢√é¬u-EéÀ subject í¬, äéπ verb
adjective clause.
èπ◊ object í¬, äéπ preposition èπ◊ object í¬ ¢√úÕûË, Eg: The man who came here yesterday is my
ÅC Noun clause.
cousin.
Eg: a) As the subject of a sentence - 'What he
In this sentence, the clause, 'who came here
has done helps everybody.'
yesterday,' describes the 'man' - so it is an

adjective clause. (Who came here yesterday,

Ééπ\-úÕéÀ ´*a† ÅûªEo í∫’Jç* ûÁ©’-°æ¤-ûª’çC – é¬•öÀd
ÉC Adjective clause.)
3) The Adverb Clause does the work of an
adverb - that is, it modifies a verb, or another adverb (-ÉçéÓ Verb / adverb í∫’Jç* Åü¿-†°æ¤
Ææ´÷-î√®Ωç ÉîËa clause).
Eg: a) She came while I was watching the TV.
Here, the clause 'She came', is an adverb
clause because it modifies (adds to the meaning of) the verb, 'was watching'. - So it is an
adverb clause.
b) She teaches so well that even a dull student
can understand her.
Here, 'so well that even a dull student can
understand her' modifies the adverb, 'well'. So
it is an adverb clause.
- Sree Deepya, Anakapalli
Q: Sir, please explain how to find out adjectives and adjective phrases in different sentences? And also adverb phrases.
A: By checking whether a clause acts as a
noun / adjective / adverb, we can find out
what kind of clause it is. Study the explanations above.

Something not worth..

A rip off
- Heera

- Purnachandar Gandla
Q: Sir, please explain the following.
i) Rip off
ii) Come across
iii) Ran out
iv) Intact
v) Annoyance
A: i) A Rip off = Something not worth the money you pay for
/ a low quality thing, costing too much.
Eg: Rs. 3000/- for the shirt? That is a rip off. (Too much for
that shirt. The price is more than the value of the shirt.)
ii) Come across = See / Meet / experience etc.
Eg: This is a great movie. I have not come across this kind
movie.
✪ I have not come across another great man like Mahatma
Gandhi.
iii) Run out of = to be finished / not to have any more.
Eg: I have run out of money (I don't have any more money, I
have spent all my money).
iv) Intact = undamaged / unbroken, etc.
Eg: All the other things were damaged in the floods, but my
computer was intact.
v) Annoyance = anger.
Eg: He causes me a lot of annoyance by asking me often for
money. (He makes me angry by asking me often for
money).
- Y.N.Rajasekhar, Krishna Thulasi
Q: Sir, what is the meaning of "Who's who" and where it
should be used?
A: 'Who's (Who is) who' means important persons and their
positions.
Eg: The who's who in the Government of India includes, Mr
Modi - the Prime Minister, Mr Venkaiah Naidu - Minister
for Urban Development, etc.
Q: What is the difference between measurements and tools?
A: They are in no way connected at all. Tools = instruments
/implements; Measurements = the size, the length, the
breadth, the area, the volume of things.

- Narsi Reddy, Khammam
Q: Sir, what is the difference between...
i) In time
ii) On time
A: 'In time' means without being too late, if there had been any
delay, the consequences would have been bad.
Eg: 1) I reached the station in time to catch the train. (I reached
the station in the last moment; if I had not reached the
station at that time, I would have missed the train.)
2) They admitted the patient in the hospital in time. (If there
had been any delay the patient would have died.)
3) I didn't get the admission, because I did not submit my
application in time.
✪ 'On time' means exactly at the time mentioned.
Eg: The train was on time = The train arrived exactly at the
expected time (without being late) - punctually.
- Prasad Ganganapalli
Q: Sir is 'two minutes ago' is an indication for Simple Past?
A: Yes, once you mention the time (two minutes ago), however short it might be, you have to use the Simple Past.
K.Satyanarayana, Tirupati
Q: Sir, which of the following sentences is correct? Please
explain.
1. I came here one hour ago. 2. I came here one hour back.
A: I came here an hour ago - Correct ('One hour ago' is correct
too, but an hour ago, is conversational, and is more used).
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Q: Sir please translate the following sentences into Telugu.
1. I'm imagining what it would be like to win a million dollars.
2. He appears to understand us.
3. I'm having a bad time right now.
4. The price of Rs.300 includes tax.
A: 1) 'Imagine' is an action of the mind, and is not used in the
am/ is/ are + ing form. The correct sentence is, I imagine what it would be like to win a million dollars = N’L-

ßª’Ø˛ ú≈©®Ω’x Èí©’-îª’-èπ◊çõ‰ á™« Öçô’ç-ü¿E Ç™-*-Ææ’hØ√o.
2) ´’†Lo Å®Ωnç îËÆæ’-èπ◊ç-ô’-†oõ‰x éπE-°œ-Ææ’h-Ø√o-úø-ûª†’.
3) Ø√ Ææ´’ßª’ç ¶«í¬-™‰-C-°æ¤púø’.
4) üΔE üμ¿®Ω 300 ®Ω÷§ƒ-ßª’™x °æ†’o©’ èπÿú≈ îËJa ÖØ√o®·..
Q: Sir, please let me know the difference between i) see and
watch ii) hear and listen. Please clarify.
A: i) See = What appears to us (´’†ç éπ∞¡Ÿx ûÁJ* Öç*ûË, ´’†èπ◊ éπE°œç-îªúøç).
✪ Watch = Look at / observe attentively over a period of time

(üËØÁj oØ√ °æK-éπ~í¬ îª÷úøôç – ´’†ç v°æßª’ûªoç îËÆœ).
ii) Hear = What reaches our ears (´’†èπ◊ -N-E°œç-îË-C)
Listen = Try to hear (´’†ç v°æßª’ûªoç îËÆœ NØËC).
- Purna Teja
Q: Sir please explain about i) 'indeed' and 'merely' and
ii) Question tags, Open the door, will you? Question Tag
negative -Öç-ú≈-L éπ-üΔ?A: i) Indeed = really.
★ Look at the following: 'Did you say he was not here? You
are wrong, indeed (really), he came to me yesterday and
demanded money.
★ Merely = just / only. a) I said it merely (only) as a joke.
b) He came merely to enquire about my health.
ii) Sometimes, question tags can be positive too, as in your sentence, Open the door, will you? This, however, is another
form of, 'Will you open the door?'

-Ç-C-¢√®Ωç 27 -úÕÂÆç-•®Ω’ 2015

Ñ-Ø√-úø’ Â£j«-ü¿®√-¶«-ü˛

2

O’ -v°æ-¨¡o-©’ °æç-§ƒ-Lq-† -*®Ω’-Ø√-´÷...
-≤ÚpÈé-Ø˛ -Éç-Tx-≠ˇ, -v°æ-A-¶μº -N-¶μ«í∫ç,
Ñ-Ø√--úø’ é¬®√u-©-ßª’ç, -®√-¢Á÷-@ °∂œ-™¸t Æœ-öÃ,
£æ«-ßª’-û˝-†í∫®˝ (-´’ç-úø-©ç), ®Ωçí¬È®-úÕf ->-™«x.
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Past simple.. -á°æ¤p-úøç-õ‰?
- K. Kiran Kumar
Q: Sir, what is the difference between past
simple and past participle?
A: Past simple, for example, saw, went, sang,
etc., talk about a past action at a definite time.

(í∫ûçª ™ ´’†èπ◊ ûÁLÆ- †œ Ææ´’-ßª’ç™ ïJ-T† îª®Ωu).

- Maruthi Yadagiri, Chengal
Q: Sir, éÀç-C

-¢√é¬u-©-†’- -ûÁ-©’í∫’-™- -N-´-JÆæ÷h,
-Å-N -á-™« -Ö°æ-ßÁ÷-Tç-î√-™ -ûÁ-©°æç-úÕ.

- Swathi
Q: Please clarify the difference between below
given sentences.
a) He went on board ship.
b) He went by board ship.
A: He went on board the ship Correct = He went in / on the
ship. He went by board ship Wrong, no sentence like this.

1) I supposed to take an umbrella.
2) I wish, I had taken an umbrella.
- M.V. Raghavulu
3) I should have taken an umbrella.
Q: 'My purse and mobile phone
M. SURESAN
A: 1) This is a wrong sentence.
has been stolen'. This passive
2) I did not take the umbrella, but it
voice is right or wrong? Why?
would have been good, if I had taken the A: My purse and mobile phone - plural (they),
umbrella. (ØË†’ íÌúø’í∫’ BÆæ’èπ◊-¢Á-∞¡Ÿxç-õ‰ áçûª
isn't it? So, it should be, 'My purse and
¶«í∫’ç-úËC-).
mobile' have been stolen.
3) It would have been good if I had taken the
umbrella, but I did not take the umbrella. (ØË†’

íÌúø’í∫’ BÆæ’ÈéRx Öçú≈-LqçC – é¬F BÆæ’Èé∞- ¡™-x ü‰ ¿’).
Eg: a) I saw the movie last night.
b) He met me last night.
★ Seen, gone, sung, etc. are past participles.
They are not verbs, and are called V3. (seen
= îª÷úø-•-úÕ† / îª÷Æœ†, gone = ¢ÁRx†, sung =
§ƒúø-•-úÕ† / §ƒúÕ†, etc.)
Q: Sir, I heard these sentences but I can't
understand them, please translate in Telugu
"thank you for coming here" and "saying
few things about me"?
A: Thank you for coming here = My thanks to
you for coming here and Saying few things
= Saying almost nothing. The correct sentence perhaps is, saying a few things =
Saying a small number of things. Thank
you for coming here and saying a few
things = (Ééπ\-úÕ-éÌ*a éÌEo ´÷ô©’ -´÷ö«x-úÕ-†ç-

ü¿’èπ◊ üμ¿†u-¢√-üΔ©’.

- K. Lohith , G. Kothapalli
Q: Sir, please tell me the meaning and difference between these sentences and explain
when to use them.
a) I think I am wrong.
b) I think I was wrong.
c) I thought I am wrong.
d) I thought I was wrong.
A: a) I think I am wrong (NOW) (ØË†’ É°æ¤púø’

ûª°æ¤p îË¨»-†E É°æ¤p-úø-†’-èπ◊ç-ô’-Ø√o†’).
b) I think (Now) I made a mistake (IN THE
PAST) (í∫ûªç™ ûª°æ¤p-îË-¨»-†E Å†’-èπ◊ç-ô’-Ø√o†’ –
É°æ¤púø’) – In the past I was wrong, but only
now I think of it.
c) This sentence is wrong.
d) I made a mistake in the past, and then itself
I thought I did something wrong. (ØË†-°æ¤púË

- Gongati Saveen Kumar
Q: Call for -Åç-õ‰ -Å®Ωn-ç -à-N’-öÀ?-éÌ-Eo -Ö-üΔ£æ«®Ω-ù-©-ûÓ -N-´-Jç-îªí∫-©®Ω’.
A: 1) Demand = ÅCμ-é¬-®Ω-°æ‹-®Ωy-éπçí¬ Åúø-í∫-ôç; The officer called for an
explanation from the clerk for his absence the day before.
2) Need = Å´-Ææ-®Ω-´’-´úøç; Corruption in the country calls for immediate action. (üË¨¡ç™ ÅN-FA E¢√-®Ω-ùèπ◊ ûªéπ~ù îª®Ωu©’ Å´-Ææ®Ωç).
Q: Please explain the following words in Telugu with examples.
1) Ironic
2) Contemplate 3) Backdrop
4) Means / means to
A: 1) If what happens is the opposite of what we expect, it is ironic

(´’†ç Å†’èπ◊†oüΔEéÀ ´uA-Í®-éπçí¬ ï®Ω-í∫úøç).
Eg: a) If somebody who expects to become a police officer becomes a
criminal, it is ironic. (§ÚMÆˇ Ç°∂‘-Ææ®˝ Å¢√y-©-†’-èπ◊†o -´uéÀh, ØË®Ω-Ææ’n-úÕí¬

´÷®Ωúøç).
b) She has plenty of money to buy things, but they are not available
in her place (éÌØËç-ü¿’èπ◊ -Ç-¢Á’ -ü¿í∫_®Ω ¶«í¬ úø•’s-©’-Ø√o®· é¬F, éÌ†-í∫© ´Ææ’h-

´¤©’ ™‰´¤).
2) Think seriously of doing something (D®Ω`çí¬ Ç™-*ç-îªúøç); She is contemplating spending this summer in Kashmir. (éπQt®˝™  Ñ ¢ËÆæN í∫úø-§ƒ-

©E Ç¢Á’ Bv´çí¬ Ç™-*-≤ÚhçC).
3) Background (ØË°æü∑¿uç – Ö†o °æJ-Æœn-ûª’©’)
4) Means = Having meaning of (Å®Ωnç Öçúøôç).
Eg: a) 'Contemplation' means (has the meaning of) serious thinking.
b) Intends = have the intention of = îËÊÆ ÖüËl¨¡ç Öçúøôç.
c) Money (Å´-Ææ-®Ω-¢Á’i† úø•’s) = They do not have the means to buy a
car. (é¬®Ω’ éÌØËç-ü¿’èπ◊ é¬´-©-Æœ† úø•’s ¢√∞¡x ü¿í∫_®Ω ™‰ü¿’). (The word, mean
= Fîª-¢Á’i†).
Means to = intends to (ÖüËl¨¡ç éπLT Öçúøôç); She means to do a course
in music = Ç¢Á’èπ◊ ÆæçU-ûªç™ Péπ~ù BÆæ’-éÓ-¢√-©E ÖçC).

- Chaitanya Byri
Q: Sir, I am more confused about using
"would". Would you please tell the different uses of would with Telugu explanation.
A: 'I am more confused' is wrong, because
there is no comparison. The right thing to
say is 'I am very confused'.
'Would' uses:
1) The past form of will / shall (í∫ûªç-™  -†’ç*
¶μºN-≠æuûª’h ûÁL-Ê°ç-ü¿’èπ◊).
★ Compare: He says that he will do it (says
- present tense; will do - future from the
present).
He said that he would do it. (said - past
tense; would do - future from the past - used
in indirect speech too). (Åûª†’ îË≤ƒh-†E îÁ§ƒpúø’

– îÁ°æpúøç í∫ûªç™. îËßª’úøç í∫ûªç-™ -†’ç* ¶μºN-≠æuûª’h™ – Å°æ¤púø’ 'would' ¢√úøû√ç).
- Nagaraju
Q: Sir, what is the difference between 'while'
and 'when'? How to use these words? Please explain with examples.
A: Very little difference between the two.
However, when you refer to a continuous
action, it is better to use while, and when you
refer to a simple action, when is preferable.
Eg: 1) When he returned home, he found the
door locked. (Both simple actions).
2) While others were playing, he was studying
(Both continuous actions).

ûª°æ¤p îË¨»-†E Å†’-èπ◊-Ø√o†’).

Å-üË irony -Åç-õ‰...!

Would -Ö°æ-ßÁ÷í∫ç ..

- Akshaya Selvi
Q: Which is correct one?
a) No sooner I saw a snake than I ran away.
b) No sooner did I see a snake than I ran away.
A: Sentence (b) is correct. When we begin a sentence with an adverb
phrase like, no sooner . . . . , the verb in the past tense verb takes the
form, did + present tense.
Q: I have attended an interview where they gave BIO-DATA form, we
should fill bio-data form in capitals (or) can we use small letters ?
A: No rule that the bio-data should be filled in with capitals. Only thing
is it should be legible - cursive writing is OK.

2) 'Would' expresses a wish that can't be fulfilled (BÍ® Å´-é¬¨¡ç ™‰E éÓJéπ):
I would he were here (I wish he were
here, but he is not here now, and it is not possible for him to be here NOW = Åûª-E-éπ\úø Öçõ‰

áçûª ¶«í∫’ç-úËC! – Åûª-E-éπ\úø É°æ¤púø’ ™‰úø’. -Ç -Å-´é¬¨¡-´‚ ™‰ü¿’).
3) 'Would' expresses what cannot happen
now:
If he were here, his mother would be
happy (He is not here now, so there is no
question of his mother being happy = Åûª-E-

éπ\úø É°æ¤púø’ Öçõ‰, ¢√∞¡x´’t ÆæçûÓ-≠œç-îËC – Åûª-Eéπ\úø É°æ¤púø’ ™‰úø’, é¬•öÀd ¢√∞¡x´’t ÆæçûÓ-≠œçîË Å´é¬¨¡ç ™‰ü¿’).
4) 'Would' expresses a past habit (in the sense
of 'used to' - í∫ûªç-™ -E Å©-¢√-ô’x, véπ´’ç ûª°æpE
°æ†’-©’):
Those days (in the past) I would take (I
used to take) long walks early in the morning

(Ç ®ÓV™x §Òü¿’lØËo î√™« ü¿÷®Ωç †úÕ-îË-¢√-úÕE).

- Vijaykumar Thokala
Q: Sir, please say the meanings in Telugu of the following "Proverbs"
and explain with examples.
1) Every cloud has a silver lining. 2) All's fair in love and war.
3) Better late than never.
4) Actions speak louder than words.
5) When life gives you lemons, make lemonade.
A: 1) Every bad situation has something good to offer us. (É•sç-C-éπ®Ω °æJ-

Æœnûª’™x èπÿú≈, ´’ç* éπL-Tç-îËC àüÓ-ä-éπöÀ Öçô’çC).
2) Winning a war or getting somebody's love by bad methods is not
wrong. (ßª·üΔl¥©’, vÊ°´’©’ ÈíL-îËç-ü¿’èπ◊ à ´÷®Ω_-¢Á’iØ√ ´’ç*üË).
3) It is better to do something late, rather than never do it at all. (àüÁjØ√

ÅÆæ©’ îËßª’-èπ◊çú≈ Öçúøôç éπçõ‰ Ç©-Ææuç-í¬-ØÁjØ√ îËßª’úøç ´’ç*C).
4) Actions are more important than words. Our doing something
shows our greatness and not our talking about doing something. (´’†

Ææû√h ´÷ô© üΔy®√ é¬ü¿’ îËûª© üΔy®√ ûÁ©’-Ææ’hçC).
5) Make the best of a bad situation, that is, even in difficulties there is
definitely something that can help you. (´’†-èπ◊†o v°æA-èπÿ© °æJ-Æœn-ûª’-©†’

èπÿú≈ Å†’-èπÿ-©çí¬ ´÷®Ω’a-éÓ-´îª’a – ´’† ü¿í∫_®Ω E´’t-é¬--ßª’™‰ Öçõ‰, üΔçûÓ ´’†ç
E´’t-é¬ßª’ ®ΩÆæç – Bßª’E §ƒFßª’ç îËÆæ’éÓ-´îª’a).

✪ I would take too much coffee (

é¬°∂‘ ´’K

áèπ◊\´í¬ û√Íí ¢√úÕE).
5) 'Would' in the question form expresses a
polite request (´’®√u-ü¿-éπ-®Ωçí¬ Å¶μºu-Jnç-îËç-ü¿’èπ◊):
Would you help me / Mind helping me in
this matter? (I request you to help me in this
matter).
6) 'Would' in the question form expresses an
offer (àüÁjØ√ ÉîËaç-ü¿’èπ◊):
Would you like some more coffee?
7) 'Would' with rather expresses a preference
(´’†ç áèπ◊\´ É≠æd-°æ-úË-üΔEo îÁÊ°pç-ü¿’èπ◊):
I would rather die, than tell a lie. (Å•ü¿l¥ç

îÁ°æpúøç éπçõ‰, î√´-ú≈-EÍé áèπ◊\´ É≠æd-°æ-úø-û√†’).
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